Inside the Psychic Mind

Inter-life relationships:
Part 2
By William Becker, Paranormal Insights

T

he client I mentioned in last month’s column
and I have continued our work with his past-life
soulmate and relationships in this life.
One of the theories of reincarnation is that we choose
how much of our full soul, our full self, we bring into any
one particular life. This accounts for how some people
can actually be incarnated into two different lives at once.
This can also account for the energy levels we have in this
life. If we don’t bring enough of ourselves into a life, we
can lack energy. This really isn’t a digression, but a lead-in
to part of my point in this article.
My client and his soulmate
are currently together in the
in-between-world. This seems to
emphasize the feelings in my client
of not settling for a relationship
with someone that doesn’t have as
deep of a connection. This seems
to bring the comparison of what
was very much to the present.
As my client has opened up
to those beings around him, he
finds that his soulmate also visits
more regularly. We’ll call the
soulmate Andre, for expedience
sake. Andre will come and hold his hand, nuzzle in his
ear, give him a big caress. My client feels his presences,
see’s him psychically, but it’s not the same feel as a living
person by any means. It does have the soul — the emotion
of a living person though, and is very real.
One of the things we are looking at is seeing if this closeness not only gives a standard by which to compare other
relationships, but also gives the client a sense of cheating on
Andre if he develops a romantic relationship with someone
else. Andre laughs at the notion, but that doesn’t mean that
the client doesn’t have that feeling in his subconscious.
We have also found more about their incarnated lives
together. These two souls have shared many lives, always as
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men and always as lovers. In each case, one was an intelligent warrior with a good heart, and the other was the role of
the wise healer and teacher. The two together always made
a complete whole — a completely balanced being of oneness. The two were always complete equals in each life.
The two are now balanced in this. Both souls have
that oneness, that complete balance in themselves, as well
as together. This will add another dimension of completeness to their relationship if they do meet in this life. The
client hasn’t totally lived that completeness yet, but it’s
there. We feel that they have reached the end of their
incarnations in this world and
timeline. Andre may have already
reached that point and this is my
client’s last life.
I don’t know yet if Andre
is incarnated at this time or not.
When I ask or broach the subject,
he winks, smiles, and laughs knowingly, like I’m not telling you — yet,
anyway. I’m not getting a reading
on this, but do get what I consider
to be a psychically guided feeling.
I feel that the two will be together in this last lifetime as well.
Perhaps not in the geographical area the client currently
resides. His past lives have all been in the Eur-Asia vicinity,
and he’s always felt the outsider on the North American
continent — at least outside of Canada with its European
flavor. The feeling I have gives me the vision that as the client has learned the lessons he’s needed to learn on his own
in this life, he and Andre will be reunited in the flesh to live
out the last part of their last incarnation in our dimension.
It’s really a beautiful thing to behold. I’m hoping the
feeling is indeed a form of reading and that they will know
it when they meet in person. Andre has it I think. The remnant of my client in the between life place also knows it. He
hopes that they both recognize it when they meet here.

